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Please Note
These “Technical Tips” help sheets aim to answer commonly asked questions
in a concise and informative manner – they are for advice only and do not
replace any of the manuals or other literature supplied with our products.

Tip Classification
1.  Modulators

CCTV in the home...
Many homes use a distributor that allows more than one TV to
share the aerial so that you can watch TV in more than one room. If
this is the case and you have connected the input from the
modulator as in the diagram on the left, all the TVs in the home will
be able to watch images from the CCTV camera. This is one of the
big advantages of using an R.F modulator.

How do you connect into the aerial system? Some aerials have to
pick up weak TV stations and use a masthead amp to help boost
these signals. The masthead amp is always located next to the
aerial so that it boosts the TV signals and not any noise picked up
along the co-ax cable. Since a masthead amp is located next to the
aerial they are usually powered by sending 12V DC up the existing
aerial coax to save running a new cable out, this means the co-ax is
actually “live” with 12V DC. To connect the modulator to this “live
cable” it needs to be electrically isolated by using a special junction
box called a “combiner”. The combiner is a clever device that allows
the 12V DC to pass through it to the aerial but stops it feeding back
the 12V DC to the modulator. Not all aerial systems have a
masthead  amp, but it’s always worth using a combiner on every
system to  be on the safe side and to get the best possible results.

Other distribution methods.

Sometimes you may come across a aerial distribution system that
has been set up to send not only the TV channels to all the TVs in
the home but also the VCR and satellite channels.
This is easy to do but will require more that one co-ax going into
the customer’s lounge. The diagram on the right shows a typical
installation. We hope that you have found this article useful. To
make fitting CCTV in the home really easy, use the Advanced-
Vision CCT875 control unit as the heart of your system. It contains
a built in power supply for the cameras, a built in R.F modulator
and host of extra features and add-on units so you can get exactly
the right system for your customer for a truly professional touch.
Single camera systems can use our new digital modulator, order
code: CCT813.

NB. This article is a guide only, System Q cannot be held responsible for any losses,
however, they may arise, through the use of this information which is given in good faith.
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